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CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 5 MAR 63

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: MEXICO CITY

ACTION: C/NH 2 (OVW COPY SLOTTED AT 1300 6 MAR 60)

INFO: ACOP, C/C1, C/C1/C1, C/C1, C/C2, C/C2

PRIORITY

FREE: DIR PAPI INFO GUAT CITE MEXI 3679

RE: MEXI 3668 (DIR ONLY) (IN 5065)

1. LTR FROM LINLUCK PORTMARKED AND DATED PARI 1 MAR ARRIVED MEXI 1 MAR. LTR ADDRESSES LICOCKY AND OBVIOUSLY MISTAKENLY SLIPPED INTO WRONG ENVELOPE WHICH IMMEDIATELY RAISED QUESTION WHETHER PROPER LTR TO US MISSENT TO LICOCKY. LICOCKY AT CONTACT 6 MAR ASKED CASUALLY IF SHE HAD HEARD FROM LINLUCK. SHE AND SAID SHE HAD SEEN LTR TO HER WHICH SHOULD HAVE GONE TO SOMEONE ELSE. SHE SAID LTR SIGNED BOB AND ADDRESSED TO A MARRIED FRIEND WHO ACCORDING TO LICOCKY INTERPRETATION HAS JUST RETURNED MEXI FROM EUROPE AND WHO HAS GIRL FRIEND PARI NAMED OLGA. LICOCKY SAID LTR ALSO MENTIONED PABLO. SHE SAID THAT ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING PARTS OF LTR MENTIONED THE TRANSLATION AND ASKED HOW "LOS ANGE" LIKED IT. LICOCKY SAID SHE HAD SENT LTR BACK TO LINLUCK.

2. FURTHER DISTURBING FACTOR WAS THAT LICOCKY AFTER RECALLING CONTENTS LTR ABOVE MENTIONED THAT WHEN SHE IN GUAT RE PROBLEM WITH AUTHORITIES THERE (LINLUCK) TOLD HER THAT SHE HAD MADE CONTACT WITH SOMEONE IN NEGARITY COVER COMPANY OFFICE WHO (LINLUCK) SAID HE THOUGHT WAS CONNECTED WITH ODYSSEY INTELLIGENCE. LICOCKY ADDED THAT WHILE (LINLUCK) WAS PLANNING HIS DECEPTION HE USED TO GO SEE HIS FRIEND IN

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED. Copy No.
3. FACT LICOSKY RECALLED PARA TWO INFO (WHICH NOT PREVIOUSLY
MENTIONED BY HER) WHILE DISCUSSING PARA ONE LTR INDICATES POSSIBLE
RELATIONSHIP IN HER MIND BETWEEN THESE TWO ITEMS. ANOTHER POTENTIAL
SECURITY HAZARD IS FACT LICOSKY CURRENTLY MISTRESS (JOHN RETTIE) AND
MAY MENTION PARA ONE LTR FROM (LINLUCK) AND PARA TWO INFO. THIS POSSIBILITY
RE (RETTIE) MORE SERIOUS VIEW REF. OF
4. SUGGEST LTR RETURNED TO (LINLUCK) BY LICOSKY BE OBTAINED TO
DETERMINE DEGREE POSSIBLE COMPROMISE. LTR (LINLUCK) SENT TO DROP
ADDRESS BEING REVIEWED WAS FOR REVIEW AND RETURN (LINLUCK) FOR FORWARDING
TO LICOSKY WITH GOOD STORY TO ALLAY POSSIBLE SUSPICIONS HER PART
RE LTR SHE RECEIVED.